
Business, excellence 
in the sky



Excellence 
Air France’s Business cabin provides a cocoon of wellbeing for a trip made in heaven – comfort, 
space and privacy.

With its exacting standards and optimum attention to detail, Air France’s Business 
class offering is constantly evolving to provide its customers with the best of the 
unique French lifestyle, or art de vivre à la française.  From cabin fittings to inflight 
meals, the Company provides a service that combines comfort and modernity, bringing 
passengers an ever more refined service. 



Innovation
The result of close collaboration between the airline’s customers, its employees, 
designers and user experience engineers, the Business seat adapts to each passenger 
and their expectations, whether they’re working, enjoying entertainment, eating or 
resting. 

Specially designed for Air France, this seat of exclusive design was created by 
designer Mark Collins of Design Investment, a company specialized in the high-end 
transport market, and design and branding agency, Brandimage.



A peaceful 
night’s sleep 

The seat, with a discreet and contemporary style, turns into a real two-metre bed. 
Everything has been designed to ensure an impeccable quality of sleep, with soft 
seat cushions, a silky duvet and an XXL feather pillow.

The new seat converts into a full-flat bed for jet lag-free flying across time zones. 
The seat’s enveloping curves protect passengers’ personal space, creating a private 
bubble in the sky.

The seat is totally intuitive. Customers use the built-in control buttons to easily 
adjust the seat’s position to their preference.

The seat becomes a lie-flat bed



Special touches
Whether you want to work, play, eat or sleep, the seat adapts itself to each 
individual for the duration of the trip.

A large, adjustable table and a second side table, fully integrated into the seat, 
further expand the total available surface. As for storage space, nothing is left to 
chance. Spaces are provided for easy passenger access to shoes, bags or purses. 

The seat comprises a personal compartment, with red interior, for audio 
headphones, a mirror and personal belongings. New lighting options underline the 
elegance of the new seat, such as the ceiling, individual lighting and ambiance 
lighting.

Noise-reducing headphones



Playtime
A wide High Definition touch screen measuring 16-inches offers an unparalleled browsing 
experience. With a completely redesigned user interface and available in 12 languages, 
choosing from over 1,200 hours of programming on demand has never been so easy and 
intuitive.

A new touch screen handset also allows navigation through the various programmes, 
regardless of the seat’s position. A true second screen, this handset, designed like a 
smartphone, can be used for making phone calls and enriching the in-flight entertainment 
experience.

Each customer is provided with the latest-generation noise-reduction headphones.



Pleasure
Sublime flavours, Michelin-starred menus, in Business class, 
Air France offers exceptional cuisine. Régis Marcon, Michel Roth, 
Joël Robuchon, Guy Martin are just some of the great names in 
French haute cuisine who take it in turns to delight customers.

As for customers’ well-being, comfort kits, renewed every six 
months, are provided by flight attendants. Elegant and practical, 
they offer numerous enhanced contents (Clarins moisturizer, 
dental care kit, lip balm, eye mask, earplugs, comb and shoe horn).

Self-serve Clarins cosmetics are also available in the Business cabin 
lavatories. 

Enjoy one of the dishes designed by François Adamski: roast chicken fillet with carrots and celery and cumin supreme sauce



180°
The seat converts into a horizontal bed

16-inch
Dimension of the new high-definition touch screen

1,200 hours 
of programming on demand

1.96 m
Bed length*

68 cm
Bed width*

72 cm
Overall width of seat*

1.6 million
Comfort kits distributed in the Business cabin per year 

2
Skytrax awards for the Business cabin

6
À la Carte dishes to enjoy

*On board the Boeing 777
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